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ABSTRACT
THE DIFFERENT WAVES OF “CHINESENESS”: ANALYSIS OF CULTURE
REFERENCES AND LYRICS IN ZHONGGUOFENG MUSIC
May 2022
Austin S. Ye, B.A., BINGHAMTON UNIVERSITY-SUNY
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Enhua Zhang
Zhongguofeng music 中国风流行曲 has had an impact on the Chinese pop music
industry. Although the style of music uses familiar overtones that have been in wide usage within
Western pop music, Zhongguofeng aims to emphasize more of a connection to a unified sense of
Chinese culture, ethnicity, and identity. Specifically, I will argue that “Chineseness” is
constructed through lyrics, which contain cultural references to the imperial era of China, and
accompanying music videos, which provide visual imagery that further draws the viewer into an
idealized “China”. In addition, the song’s instrumentals blend Western pop stylings with
traditional Chinese instruments and vocal techniques. In this thesis I will use semiotics, or the
study of signs and their meanings, to illustrate the listener’s perception of “China” in modern pop
music. I will first introduce expressions of “Chineseness” in previous genres of Chinese pop
music and then examine well-known Zhongguofeng songs. My goal is to question the nature of
“Chineseness” itself and explore the process of “semantic snowballing”, in which terms change
over time, depending on the individual performer and/or historical circumstances. I will analyze
three different songs by artists from different regions, all released between 2006 and 2007 at the
height of Zhongguofeng’s popularity : S.H.E.’s “Chinese Language” 中国话, Vincy Chan’s
“Daiyu Laughs” 黛玉笑了, and Wang Lee Hom’s “Mistake in the Flower Fields” 花田错.
vi
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INTRODUCTION
ZHONGGUOFENG AND SEMIOTICS
In 2000, Taiwanese pop singer Jay Chou (周杰伦) released his debut album Jay. By the
mid-2000s, Chou had become well known both for his blend of pop, R&B, and rap music and for
his fruitful collaboration with songwriter Vincent Fang (方文山). Together they developed a new
musical style that became known as Zhongguofeng.1 The term Zhongguofeng literally translates
to “Chinese-styled”, and is not limited to labeling a specific genre of Chinese pop music; it has
also been used to describe types of fashion, cuisine, marketing, and other mediums.2 During the
late Baroque art period of the 17th century, Orientalist depictions of Asian culture through
paintings, pottery, and architecture were branded with the French term Chinoiserie; the
equivalent Chinese translation used the term Zhongguofeng.3 Because chinoiserie was intended
to be appreciated and purchased by avid European collectors, not by ordinary Chinese people,
the art form promoted an image of “China” as seen through the eyes of Western artists. It was
never meant to portray Chinese society accurately.4 I argue that although Zhongguofeng pop
music was produced and cultivated by musicians within the Sinophonic sphere, it nevertheless

1

Paoi Hwang. Global Encounters: Cross-cultural Representations of Taiwan. National Taiwan
University Publishing Press, pp. 163-164.
In terms of fashion, Zhongguofeng yifu 中国风衣服, the “Chinese-styled clothing line”, draws
inspirations from traditional Chinese clothing such as hanfu, Han-styled clothing, and the qipao, a
Manchu-styled dress. For reference, see the following Taobao (a Chinese shopping site) search result
when shopping for “women’s Zhongguofeng clothing” 中国风衣服女装:
https://www.taobao.com/list/product/中国风衣服女装.htm .
2

Zhongguofeng is a shortened form of Zhongguo fengge (中国风格), also glossed as “Chinese style”.
Because feng 风 by itself means “wind”, scholars sometimes translate the genre of music as “China Wind
music”.
3

4

Victoria and Albert Museum, “Chinoiserie”, 2021, https://www.vam.ac.uk/collections/chinoiserie.

1

expresses idealized versions of “China” for Chinese audiences similar to those of the Chinoiserie
art movement.5 This raises important questions: who is the intended audience of Zhongguofeng
and what artistic methods are employed by Zhongguofeng singers to express their versions of
“China”?
This study will focus on analyzing two key components in three selected Zhongguofeng
songs: lyrical interpretations and culture references. The analysis will look at both translated
song lyrics and the songs’ visual and aural components that provide key information regarding
the “China” Zhongguofeng musicians want to express towards the listener. Thus, the
methodologies employed in this thesis deal with linguistics, in regard to why the lyrics are
written in a certain manner, and semiotics, the study of signs that can be both visual and aural.
The three songs selected are from the mid-2000s, the height of Zhongguofeng’s popularity, and
were chosen based on audience popularity: S.H.E.’s “Chinese Language” 中国话 (2007), Vincy
Chan’s (泳儿) “Daiyu Laughed” 黛玉笑了 (2007), and Wang Leehom’s (王力宏) “Mistake in
the Flower Fields” 花田错 (2006). All three songs are in the Mandarin dialect of Chinese,
although “Daiyu Laughed” also has a Cantonese version that will also be analyzed.
The following Introduction will talk briefly about how semiotics is a valuable tool for
discussing cultural products, and how concrete glosses and interpretations of a single object or
idea can influence perceptions of culture, environment, and identity. It will also address the

“Sinophonic sphere” here, as a basic definition, refers to any region that has a significant Chinese
speaking population. These usually include Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, and the overseas
Chinese diaspora. It is different from the “Sinosphere”, a term for regions with significant historical
influences from China which consists of Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, the two Koreas, and Vietnam. For a
more in-depth discussion, see: Shu-mei Shih, Chien-hsin Tsai, Brian Bernards ed., Sinophone Studies,
Columbia University Press, 2013.
5

2

transitive nature of the terms “China”, “Chineseness”, and the ethnic “Han identity”. Afterwards,
it will demonstrate how balancing the knowledge of the Sinophonic music industry and
maintaining “neutral geopolitics” is important in how Zhongguofeng singers express themselves
in order to become successful.
In Chapter 1, I will discuss how Zhongguofeng music came to the forefront of Sinophonic
popular music in the 2000s. Popular music developed differently across the region, with Hong
Kongese pop influenced by British pop and Taiwanese pop influenced by American pop and
R&B, as well as the Japanese genre of enka. Development of new musical styles in Mainland
China, particularly after the Cultural Revolution, will also be explored, as well as how certain
ideologies promoted by the government prompt musicians to either try to retool their songs to be
“apolitical” or retreat into the underground to nurture their music further. It is important to trace
the roots of Zhongguofeng music because it provides a genealogy on which signs and imagery
have already existed in earlier forms of Chinese pop music.
In Chapter 2, I will begin my song analysis with S.H.E.’s “Chinese Language”. Produced
a year before the 2008 Beijing Olympics, the song exhibits an upbeat pride for Chinese language
and culture, as well as China’s growing internationalism and status as a world power. A form of
“soft power” is being promoted by S.H.E., who act as “cultural ambassadors”, interacting with
foreign enthusiasts of Chinese society. The audience for this song is very broad, in that
Sinophone listeners can appreciate S.H.E. conveying the pride felt in individuals of Chinese
descent, while foreign language speakers can also be inspired to learn Chinese. Analyzed
linguistically, the song references symbols commonly glossed as “Chinese”. Finally, visual
analysis will explore S.H.E.’s choreography and the locations used in the music video, as well as
the symbolism of bamboo and martial arts.
3

In Chapter 3, Vincy Chan’s song“Daiyu Laughed” will be analyzed using comparisons
with the pre-modern Chinese novel Dream of the Red Chamber 红楼梦. I will also discuss the
roles Mandopop and Cantopop play in terms of indexing language in music, as well as answer
the question of why two different music videos were produced for the same song. Afterwards, in
comparing the music videos, I will examine how the narratives of each change the visual
messages of the song despite being the same audibly.
Chapter 4 will round out the song examination with Wang Leehom’s “Mistake in the
Flower Fields”. Wang utilizes the Beijing Opera play Hua Tian Cuo as the main reference in his
song, playing the role of an audience member watching the play and relating this to his own
emotions, specifically his feelings about a complicated romance with a woman. The analysis will
focus primarily on the lyrical and audio cues that demonstrates Wang’s knowledge of
“Chineseness”. For example, his playing the erhu, a traditional Chinese string instrument, shows
respect for his heritage as a Taiwanese American. I will show that Wang, born outside both
Mainland China and Taiwan, still managed to make an impression on Chinese audiences through
his careful attention to detail in maintaining an “authentic” approach towards “Chineseness”.
Finally, in the Conclusion, I will briefly explore how Zhongguofeng music has impacted
contemporary Chinese pop music after its decline. In Mainland China, underground genres such
as rap have recently made it into mainstream consciousness with the production of musical talent
shows such as 2017’s The Rap of China and The Voice of China. However, “nationalist” rhetoric
within the current geopolitical landscape has also increased, which has prompted prominent
rappers to retool their songs at the request of Mainland authorities. Is this a second coming of
Zhongguofeng in which an apolitical image must be maintained by musicians, or has the power
structure favoring Mainland China made nationalist rhetoric more apparent in modern-day
4

Chinese rap and pop? Finally, does the “Chineseness” exhibited in mid-2000s Zhongguofeng and
the “Chineseness” present today in contemporary pop music convey the same ideas to listeners?
Signs and Attributes in “Chineseness”
Thomas Turino argues that semiotics is crucial to understanding the emotional
connections humans forge when listening to music. Crediting the American philosopher Charles
Sanders Pierce, Turino explains Piercian semiotics as being divided into three aspects: the sign,
the object, and the effect. When listeners encounter a sign, they try to understand what the sign’s
object, or “idea”, means in relation to their own understanding. Once processed, the resulting
“effect” can trigger a wide range of responses, physical or emotional.6 He further elaborates on
the three ways of connecting the “sign” with the “idea”. The first two are non-linguistical
properties: the icon, using recognition and resemblance to piece a meaning of a physical or audio
phenomenon, and the index, in which the individual encounters the “sign” and “idea” together.
The index is especially prevalent in music; a certain identity, culture, or place in time can be
indexed by the individual listener to become easily recognizable.7 The third method, the symbol,
is a linguistical property that assigns meaning based on “general signs” such as words, pictures,
musical scores, etc. Symbols can be flexible in meaning depending on the environment for which
it is used in, but within a distinct community a symbol’s gloss is usually decided on.8
By using semiotic analysis to dissect and interpret the visual and aural images used in
Zhongguofeng, we can better understand different musicians’ expressions of “Chineseness.”

6

Thomas Turino. Music as Social Life: The Politics of Participation. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2008, pp. 5-6.
7

Turino, pp. 6-10.

8

Turino, pp. 10-11.

5

“Chineseness” at first glance is a term Sinologists and culture critics tend to dismiss as being
“vague”. For example, Allen Chun has argued that the molding of “Chineseness” as an identity is
an ongoing process of China’s postcolonial transformation from empire to the modern nationstate, maintaining certain beliefs of the “Chinese identity” that was cultivated by Orientalists
during the 19th century. This “Chineseness” has been molded to fit nationalist narratives within
the People’s Republic of China, such as “socialism with Chinese characteristics” or the Sovietbased model operas of the Cultural Revolution.9 However, “Chineseness” has also seen
transformations within the rise of globalization and transnationalism; expansions and debates of
the terms “Greater China” or the “Sinophone countries” have taken place with the recent
geopolitical situations regarding Hong Kong and Taiwan.10
The term Zhongguo, or “China”, in itself has had its gloss changed depending on internal
and geopolitical circumstances since the 20th century. Is “China” describing an entity where
traditional norms should be left behind in favor of progression into modernism, or is it perhaps
keeping with tradition and moving carefully into the new era of globalization? Is “China” the
land of ancient palaces or the new economic capital of the world? In a process in which Turino
calls “semantic snowballing”, historical changes in ideology, government, and society influence

Allen Chun and John Uck Lun. Forget Chineseness : On the Geopolitics of Cultural Identification.
SUNY Series in Global Modernity. State University of New York Press, 2017, “Introduction”, pp. 2-4
9

10

Chun, pp. 4-5.

6

the glossing of terms such as “China” or “Chineseness”.11 While some definitions of
“Chineseness” stay rooted, others can be changed or added in overtime.12
As previously stated, “indexing” is a powerful method that listeners use to connect a style
of music to a certain idea, environment, or people. Hearing the jingles of an old television
commercial can elicit feelings of childhood nostalgia or listening to a song that you danced to at
your wedding night can bring back romantic thoughts. Listeners also associate entire identities
and ethnicities with specific musical genres; for example, an individual listening to rap music
might index the ideas and musical structures to be part of an African American identity while
listening to heavy metal might index a white, European identity. This leads to the issue of
whether or not semiotic indexing leads to “stereotyping”. Two possible reasons for indexing
inducing a “stereotype” are due to a “cognitive” function, in which the listener has not had
enough information or outside experience to see a deeper lens of their association with the
genre’s “identity”, or a “motivational” function, in which listeners choose to see a fixed
association between genre and identity even if they are well aware that their indexing might not
be entirely accurate.13

11

Thomas Turino. Music as Social Life: The Politics of Participation. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2008, pp. 9.
12

A relevant geopolitical example is how modern Taiwanese people feel about how to identify
themselves: are they “Chinese” or “Taiwanese”? Because the term “China” has shifted in recent years to
define the People’s Republic of China, especially after their entry into the World Trade Organization in
2001, and the gradual shift in societal values in contemporary Taiwanese society, more young people are
beginning to identify themselves as “Taiwanese” and their country “Taiwan”, despite the official name
being “Republic of China”. See M. Harrison’s “Legitimacy, Meaning, and Knowledge in the Making of
Taiwanese Identity” (2007) for a more detailed account about the use of “China” in the Taiwanese
lexicon, especially Chapters 1 and 2 which explores “inherited identities” and “nationalistic identities”.
Klaus Fiedler et al. “A Semiotic Approach to Explaining Stereotype Communication.” Germany:
University of Heidelberg, 2007, pp 3-4.
13

7

Indexed stereotypes can therefore be either an innocuous or intended reaction. Does this
mean that “Chineseness” and the imagery employed in Zhongguofeng music consists of only
Orientalist stereotypes? Both “cognitive” and “motivational” functions of stereotyping could
certainly fit with how musicians choose to express imageries of “China”, especially when it
comes to showcasing the ethnic pride of the Chinese people as a whole. Ethnicity as a “Chinese
person” also comes with its own sets of debates as Chinese popular media tends to showcase the
achievements of the majority ethnic group of China, the Han (汉族). Han identity has shaped the
popular culture of China for centuries, even before the concept of the “nation-state” began to
emerge by the late 19th century. Like white Europeans in the United States, the Han have
established a foundation for themselves as being at the top of the hierarchy compared to other
“non-Han” ethnic groups. A “Chinese person” is sometimes glossed synonymously with a “Han
person”, with the term “Han Chinese” seen as being redundant.14 Furthermore, “Han identity”
has been further classified into separate “branches of Han” that people have indexed as having
distinct personalities and appearances: the Mandarin-speaking Northern Han versus the
Cantonese-speaking Southern Han, the Hakka Han of Guangdong and Taiwan, the Gaoshan Han
of Guizhou and Yunnan, and so forth.15 These characterizations of Han people are justified in
Chinese as being “harmoniously different” from each other (he er butong 和而不同), which also
separates these “Han groups” from the “non-Han groups” such as Tibetans, Uyghurs, Mongols,

14

Thomas S. Mullaney et al. eds. Critical Han Studies: the history, representation, and identity of
China’s majority. Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012, pp. 4-5
Dialects are important in further dissecting the “Han identity”, as although Northern and Southern Han
peoples share a “united” identity they also speak two mutually unintelligible dialects, Mandarin and
Cantonese. The Hakka Han also have their own dialect, being one of the official languages of Taiwan.
15

8

etc.16 Non-Han ideas and objects can also be assimilated into the “Han identity” through
appropriation; the qipao for example, a dress historically worn by Manchu people, is now seen as
a style popular in Han fashion.17 “Semantic snowballing” therefore occurs within the changing
understandings of nationality, identity, and cultural property.
Indexing, Expressions, and Geopolitics
The impact that the collected Han identity has made in shaping the indexing and
symbolizing of Chinese history and culture is readily apparent. Within Sinophonic pop music,
the majority of acts are from the Han ethnic group, owing to their population status in Mainland
China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong. Jay Chou, the proclaimed pioneer of Zhongguofeng music,
himself is a Taiwanese Han. Thus, this study will acknowledge that the messages, indices, and
symbolism expressed in Zhongguofeng could be affected by a sense of pride and
accomplishment of the Han, despite being labeled as a “Chinese-style” of music. This is not to
say that there are no notable minority singers in Chinese pop music overall. A-Mei (张惠妹), a
Taiwanese aboriginal singer of Puyama descent, is a successful example who has earned the title
of “Queen of Mandopop”. Her famous 1996 song “Sister” (姐妹) showcases chants in her native
Puyama language and is an homage to her youth growing up in the mountains of Taiwan.
However, following her performance of the Taiwanese National Anthem at the Presidential
16

Thomas S. Mullaney et al. eds. Critical Han Studies: the history, representation, and identity of
China’s majority. “Understanding the Snowball Effect of the Han Majority.” Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2012, pp. 114-115.
17

It should be noted however that the Manchu-led Qing Dynasty forced Han Chinese to confirm to their
styles of clothing and hairstyles, or else face punishment or death. However, after the fall of the Qing in
1912, qipao was still considered fashionable especially by elite Han women, and in modern times is worn
by the Han under certain occasions such as formal gatherings and in business. See Cheryl Sim. "The
Cheongsam: A Complex Garment." In Wearing the Cheongsam: Dress and Culture in a Chinese
Diaspora, 51–88. Dress Cultures. London: Bloomsbury Visual Arts, 2019. Accessed April 3, 2022.
http://dx.doi.org/10.5040/9781350109889.ch-003 .

9

Inauguration of 2000, Mainland Chinese authorities promptly banned her music as a result. It
would not be until the early 2010s that A-Mei’s music was permitted to be played and performed
in the Mainland, after the singer made changes to her image to better reflect her Puyama
heritage.18 This was most likely due to the Mainland’s interpretation of minzu gequ (民族歌曲),
a term defined in the Mainland as promoting the songs of ethnic minorities and the nation’s role
in preserving them. By endorsing A-Mei’s new style, it would good for public reactions for the
PRC with its public acknowledgements of ethnic groups.19
Navigating the Sinophonic pop industry called for Zhongguofeng singers to practice
“ambiguous geopolitics” within their expressions of “Chineseness” if they wanted to become
successful in both the Mainland and abroad. Using pioneer Jay Chou as an example, his
expression of “Chineseness” in Zhongguofeng is structured on being “intentionally ambiguous
and vague”, in an effort to align a common perception of “Chineseness” to which listeners from
all around the Sinophone could relate.20 In other words, Chou’s songs use signs and indices that
indicate a degree of “Chineseness”, but one that is not necessarily linked to a particular “nationstate. For example, in one of his famous songs, “East Wind Breaks” (东风破), the Chinese

J.Y. Kao. ““Amit, Wake Up”: Indigenous Feminist Politics in Chang Hui-mei/Amit’s Music
Production”. New Bloom Magazine, June 3rd, 2018, https://newbloommag.net/2018/06/03/amit-wake-up/
18

19

Yiu Fai Chow states that in Hong Kong, minzu gequ takes on a different meaning. Hong Kong minzu
gequ promotes the songs of every ethnic group in the region (including Han), and is used more on a
“national” level. He also mentions that debates are increasing in Mainland China that minzu as a term is
losing its “ethnic minority” gloss, and instead this style of music should be known as zhongguo ge 中国
歌 (“China (the country) Songs”) See Yiu Fai Chow and Jeroen de Kloet de. Sonic Multiplicities : Hong
Kong Pop and the Global Circulation of Sound and Image. Bristol: Intellect Books Ltd, 2012, pp. 17
Accessed April 3, 2022. ProQuest Ebook Central.
Chen-Yu Lin. “Relocating the Functions of Chineseness in Chinese Popular Music after the China
Wind.” China Perspectives, no. 2 (June 2020), pp. 9.
20

10

lute pipa (琵琶) can be heard throughout the composition, and especially in the chorus. Chou
laments that he wishes he could hear his lover play the pipa again in order to rekindle the
romantic feelings he had for a former lover in the past. Although the pipa is familiar to residents
of Mainland China or Taiwan, it is an instrument associated with Han musical traditions, which
makes it highly ambiguous as a marker for “Chineseness” more generally.21 However. not every
sign in Zhongguofeng music revolves around the maintaining of apolitical “Chineseness”.
Martial arts, for example, are depicted as a Chinese heritage trait in S.H.E.’s “Chinese
Language”, however this could also be a reference to earlier previous Chinese pop culture media
such as the wuxia martial arts novels of the 20th century or the popularity of Hong Kongese
Shaw Brothers films of the 1960s and 70s. This analysis therefore will not assume that every
cultural reference embellished in Zhongguofeng songs is meant to appeal to geopolitical
pressure.
Semiotics in Zhongguofeng music ultimately deals with the perceived notions of
“Chineseness” through establishment of ideas promoted by previous Chinese pop culture media,
the deep influence of the Han ethnic group within Chinese culture and society, and the
maintaining of “ambiguous geopolitics”. The next chapter will move on to the past genealogy of
Zhongguofeng, and how interactions between Western and Chinese music helped play a part in
the understanding of new, foreign genres within the regions of the Sinophone.

21

Although the pipa is argued to have a distinct Chinese origin, the lute itself was most likely imported to
China from the Middle East sometime during the Qin Dynasty (221-206 BCE). It was assimilated into
Han court culture and music by the time of the Tang Dynasty (618-907), where the pipa became the most
popular Chinese lute of choice. See John Myers. The Way Of The Pipa. The Kent State University Press,
1989, pp. 4-7. Myers also makes the argument that the word pipa might have come from an old Persian
loanword.

11

For the sake of this analysis, I will do my best to refer to the PRC as Mainland China, but
in terms of talking about the iconography and imagery associated with a “past China” the word
“China” itself will be used. Taiwan and Hong Kong will be referred to by their respective names.
I feel that these distinctions, unlike those employed by Boxi Chen’s studies on American-born
Chinese popular singers, are necessary in order to see the slight differences in “Chineseness”
rhetoric between the three locations under analysis: Mainland China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong.22

22

Boxi Chen. "The Expression of Chineseness and Americanness in Chinese Popular Music: A
Comparison of ABC Pop Stars Wang Leehom and Vanness Wu." Asian Music 43, no. 2 (2012): pp. 72.
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CHAPTER 1
PAST REPRESENTATIONS OF “CHINESENESS” IN POP MUSIC

The early 20th century brought about momentous changes within Chinese society. In the
span of almost 50 years, the last imperial dynasty (the Qing) fell in 1911 and was replaced with
the Republic of China, which itself was toppled after the Communist revolution of 1949. This
was the genesis of two separate societies, connected by a past heritage of a “China” in the past,
that started to form and diverge in not only ideology but also the definition of being “Chinese”. It
is no coincidence that the two names of each society, the People’s Republic of China and the
Republic of China, are only separated by an addition of one word. The word “China,” in contrast,
has many definitions and indexes of different environments for individuals both Chinese and
non-Chinese.
With the increased spreading of ideas in late-Qing China due to encroachment of Western
powers, China had to face the question of how to modernize their own society and be on par with
their foreign rivals. This involved the importation of Western ideas into Chinese society. An
early example of this in the musical domain is shidaiqu 时代曲, a genre of music originating
from Shanghai in the 1920s that would eventually become known as “Shanghai jazz.”
Enthusiasts wanted to blend European harmonies and symphonic structures with Chinese folk
music in an effort to “save” Chinese music from stagnating and becoming too “degenerate” in
the face of modernization.23 Lin Jinhui, one of the pioneers of the “Shanghai jazz” genre, became
a notable composer who melded together folk elements of traditional Chinese music with those

Victor Fan. 2014. “Extraterritorial Cinema: Shanghai Jazz and Post-War Hong Kong Mandarin
Musicals.” In The Soundtrack, Vol. 6 pp. 36. https://search-ebscohostcom.silk.library.umass.edu/login.aspx?direct=true&db=ram&AN=A921917&site=eds-live&scope=site.
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of Japanese melodies and American jazz.24 Due to a perception that jazz music was too “avantgarde”, shidaiqu music was looked down upon as being too far outside the academic European
musical structures that modernists wanted to showcase as being the forerunners of innovation in
Chinese music.25 However, Lin Jinhui’s mixing of new musical genres between China and the
West mirrors that of Zhongguofeng artists who later mixed rap and hip-hop together with
traditional Chinese melodies and compositions.
Hybridity between East and West in Chinese Pop Music before Zhongguofeng
Shidaiqu music was labeled as “huangse yinyue” 黄色音乐, or “Obscene Music”, by both
the Nationalist and Communist governments of China. Both regimes claimed that “Shanghai
jazz” promoted the city’s colonial era and that musical styles should be fitted more towards
nationalistic sentiment with the central government.26 In the case of Nationalist China and later
Taiwan, “Shanghai jazz” was seen as embracing the “decadence” of the Japanese occupation of
Shanghai and Hong Kong. In the People’s Republic, Mao Zedong criticized Shanghai jazz as
“Yellow Music” because it did not adhere to the “mass party line” of Chinese socialism and
compared Western influences in popular music to the infiltration of bourgeoise individuals that
would hinder the promotion of Marxist-Leninist causes.27 Despite both regimes’ insistence that
the arts should adhere to their particular ideology in order to maintain order in society, the
“nationalist” music being promoted still borrowed from classical European foundations. For
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example, model operas performed in the Mainland before 1956 had influences from the Soviets,
who concluded that music had an emotional attachment to the people and could easily transmit
ideological thoughts to their subconscious.28 The French anthem “L’Internationale” also was
widely used during Communist Party gatherings in the early 1950s.
During the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), hyper-nationalist songs that promoted Mao
Zedong’s cult of personality and the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) were the
only musical content that could be played for audiences. This fit Mao’s philosophy that art and
music should “serve the People” and promote the Socialist cause.29 To this effect, songs during
the radical period of the Cultural Revolution were devoid of subjects dealing with romance,
depression, a longing for the past, or personal uncertainty. This was to not distract the citizens
from advancing the goal of attaining a Socialist environment, and as such these revolutionary
songs and operas were played on loudspeakers throughout the day.30 The symbolism of “Chinese
music” in the Mainland at this period was therefore associated exclusively with “Maoism” and
“Socialism”.
The Cultural Revolution did not affect the region of Hong Kong, however, which was at
the time still under British jurisdiction. The first successful Chinese popular music, Cantopop
(Cantonese pop), was undoubtedly influenced by the wave of British pop that was making an
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impact around the world in the 1960s. By the early 1970s Cantopop was the most popular genre
in Hong Kong, especially among Hong Kong citizens, who were developing a special kind of
“identity”: “Hong Kongese of Chinese descent”.31 With the massive growth in Hong Kong’s
economy by the 1980s, Cantopop’s megastars began to make waves internationally. Leslie
Cheung 张国荣, who became one of Cantopop’s best-known stars, began his rise during the
decade with songs such as 1984’s “Monica”. Based on an earlier Japanese pop song, Cheung’s
upbeat rhythms and his stage charisma breathed new life into Cantopop’s love songs that were
formerly mostly soft, slow ballads.32
Meanwhile, Taiwan’s music industry of the 1970s also experienced a surge of Mandopop
(Mandarin pop) influence. Mandopop, which can be traced from the “Shanghai jazz” of the
1920s, nurtured in Hong Kong in tandem with Cantopop during the 1960s, ultimately became
Taiwan’s most valuable form of popular music by the time it spread there in the 1970s.33 Teresa
Teng 邓丽君 was one notable megastar during this period. Her elegant vocals, good-natured
lyrics, and dignified appearance contrasted with the CCP’s depiction of Taiwanese people during
the Mao era.34 Hybridity from Western and Japanese pop music was prevalent in Teng’s works, a
result of the deep cultural diffusion Taiwan received throughout its contemporary history. Teng,
who would eventually be better known in Japan as she covered many Japanese hits in both
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Japanese and Mandarin, made it her goal to know as many languages as possible in order to
spread “Chinese” identity and “Chineseness” around the world.35 Her 1979 hit song and
signature tune, “Very Sweet” 甜蜜蜜, made use of Chinese, Japanese, and Western influences.
What is seen here is that both Hong Kongese Cantopop and Taiwanese Mandopop
already started to mold what could be considered a “Chinese-Western” hybrid of music. While it
could be argued that the Cultural Revolution-era revolutionary operas were styled in the Soviet
fashion, Mao was more adamant in basing them on songs from the various folk groups of
China’s countryside. This process, in which familiar folk songs already popular amongst Han
and non-Han ethnic groups in China were refitted with easy-to-remember lyrics expressing the
desire for Socialism, is an example of the “semantic snowballing” that Turino described.36
However, after the death of Mao Zedong in 1976 and the passing of Mainland China’s economic
reform bills of 1978, the revolutionary operas in Mainland China were pushed aside by the influx
of material from the musical scenes of Hong Kong and Taiwan, as well as having more exposure
to other Western musical genres such as rock.
Introduction of New Sounds and “Nationalization”
With the new exposure to Western, Hong Kongese, and Taiwanese musical genres, the
Mainland music industry set aside the revolutionary songs in favor of exploring new avenues of
musical ingenuity. In 1984, the PRC agreed to unban Teresa Teng’s songs after a period of
uncertainty regarding her status as a Taiwanese pop singer. Although Teng herself was a critic of
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the CCP, Mainlanders still enjoyed her music to the point where a so-called “nonexistent
nostalgia” of the past, as described by Cheng, appeared.37 Faye Wong 王菲, one of the most
prominent female Mainlander singers of both Cantopop and Mandopop, developed her interest in
music by listening to her professed idol, Teresa Teng. Like Teng, Faye Wong would continue to
branch out into the Asian music industry by learning several languages in order to increase her
presence around East Asia. Another rising star in the 1980s was Cui Jian 崔健, the proclaimed
pioneer of Chinese rock music. He was the first to introduce the electric guitar into Chinese
popular music and quickly became a household name among the youth, especially university
students. While Mainlanders embraced the way “Gang-Tai Pop” (港台流行音乐, trans. “Hong
Kong-Taiwan Pop”) expressed deep human emotion and empathy that were silenced during the
Cultural Revolution, the instability of the Deng Xiaoping reforms created a dilemma in how the
government would come to react to these new genres of music. A process of “nationalization” 民
族化 was implemented by the government in order to keep intact the compromise between new
expansions of Western-influenced philosophies and musical techniques and the “security” of the
Chinese state.
While Mainland pop singers such as Faye Wong, Sun Yue, and Na Ying mostly avoided
the cost of “nationalization”, Cui Jian received numerous responses from the government in
regard to his work. Rock music at the time was deemed by the CCP to be of a “loud” nature and
too rebellious. Cui Jian’s 1986 song “Nothing To My Name” 一无所有 was thought to criticize
the government in a subtle manner as a reaction to the post-Mao reforms, in which new ideas and
Chenching Cheng and George Athanasopoulos. “Music as Protest in Cold-War Asia: Teresa Teng
(Deng Lijun), the Enlightenment for Democracy in the 1980s and a Case of Collective Nostalgia for an
Era That Never Existed.” Lied Und Populäre Kultur / Song and Popular Culture 60/61 (2015), pp. 49
37
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policies resulted from a lack of influence and the intense chaos experienced in the Cultural
Revolution.38 It became a popular student anthem during the 1989 Tiananmen Square protests.
Therefore, due to his association with pro-democracy activists, the CCP began to cancel Cui
Jian’s concerts and regulated his contract deals. He was later allowed to perform again in the late
1990s, but seemed to have undergone a period of “political rehabilitation”; he famously
performed the pro-CCP song “Nanniwan” 南泥湾 in 2004 in an ironic turn towards the party
line.39 Pro-democracy activists indexed “Nothing to my Name” as a sign of hope that societal
conditions could get better with public conversation, while the government indexed it as a sign of
rebellion. This shows the different associations listeners can bring to a single song: in this case
“hope” and “dissidence”.
Following this period of saohuang (扫黄), or “sweeping away dangerous content”,
government institutions such as the Film and Television Bureau began the process of adapting
“nationalization” policies to pop and rock songs in the 1990s. Songs that were popularized
during the Cultural Revolution, such as “I Love Beijing Tiananmen” (我爱北京天安门) and
“Red Sun in the Sky” (天上的太阳红彤彤), also began to be reformatted into a “pop” style as
the growing influx of Western pop influences entered the Mainland music industry. 40 By the
2010s, genres that were previously pushed underground in favor of “nationalization” also began
to show signs of nationalistic tones, such as the lyrical content in the popular show The Rap of
Nathanel Amar. “Navigating and Circumventing (Self)Censorship in the Chinese Music Scene.” China
Perspectives, no. 2 (June 2020), pp. 28.
38
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China. As newer genres of music continue to become popular amongst younger generations, the
Mainland government seems to be adapting more quickly in adjusting “nationalization” to accept
any sort of genre as long as its lyrics align with those that express the right societal ideals.41
The 12 Girls Band and Zhongguofeng; Different Expressions of “Chinese” Culture
“Nationalization” was to ensure that “official Occidentalist” rhetoric made the songs
within the Mainland market not question the authority of the Chinese government or raise
“sensitive” issues that would call the government to answer. However, when attempting to turn
this into a lucrative market outside of Mainland China, the promotion of symbolic “Chineseness”
within the confines of PRC rhetoric did not achieve the ultimate goal of globalizing Chinese
music from the Mainland. For example, The 12 Girls Band, a Mainland Chinese female
ensemble, failed to gain significant attention outside China and Japan due to a perceived notion
of “fake” Chinese “aesthetics”.42 The intention of the group, formed by Cui Jian’s manager
Wang Xiaojing, was to showcase to the world a sense of “Chineseness” without having to
compromise on lyrics and use traditional Chinese instruments to play familiar pop and rock
songs from the West. With this mindset, and not having to filter his material with the
“nationalization” policies as a bonus, Wang wanted to captivate Western audiences that did not
understand Mandarin.43 However, what Wang failed to realize was that this concept would falter
on all fronts due to severe overestimating of cultural barriers and perceptions of so-called
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“Chineseness”: Mainlanders criticized the group for compromising too much in playing only
Western songs with Chinese instruments, scholars and feminists criticized the women for
dressing in stereotypical hanfu clothing when playing in venues outside of the West (especially
in Japan). While their manager reasoned that playing Western songs with Chinese
instrumentation without translating Chinese lyrics into English would help bridge the gap
between Chinese and Western musical traditions, the 12 Girls Band failed to make an impact on
the international market and especially Chinese diaspora groups.44 Thus, it seemed that in order
for contemporary Western pop music to combine the “nationalization” and politicization of
Chinese music there had to be a middle ground for artists who were conscientious about the
imagery they projected in their works.
As we will see in the following song examples, the Zhongguofeng genre does extremely
well in trying to level out the geopolitical tensions within the Sinophonic sphere by not overtly
expressing clear nationalistic images or narratives, or aiming to market an explicit “image” of
“Chineseness”. For example, Taiwanese American Wang Lee Hom famously referred to his
music as “chinked-out” because he wanted to reappropriate the English-language ethnic slur
“chink” in order to glorify and honor his own ethnicity, while also showcasing his knowledge of
references to classical Chinese poetry and traditional Chinese instrumental techniques.45
However, showcasing this imagery with a careful consideration of what is popular with
audiences in terms of “Chineseness” also provides a “fragmented view” of ancient Chinese
culture. Wang and his contemporaries wanted to reinforce their interpretations of how they
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viewed and appreciated Chinese culture, while trying to find a balance of aesthetics that would
appeal to a Sinophonic audience. Sometimes, their decisions led to criticism that the images of
“China” were appropriated. Jie Yang points out that in Jay Chou’s “Dance of Spring and
Autumn” 乱舞春秋, the use of famous characters from Romance of the Three Kingdoms is
mostly a “prop” or “exaggeration”, and that the fine line of what’s considered “traditional” or
“classical”, even with convincing performances related to instrumentation or performance, is
deeply blurred.46 It is also obvious that “Chineseness” is a welcomed “brand commodity” that
helps promote the interests of both the PRC and Taiwan. 47 This is demonstrated in the following
chapters, as artists employ their “Chineseness” and style of Zhongguofeng based solely on their
own sound and how the scene around them expresses a “Chineseness” that their audiences find
fitting without noticing whatever cultural inaccuracies may arise. In these analyses, we can see
the mixture of West and East, old and new, the roles of gender within each scene, and the way
that individual artists’ personalities influence how “Chineseness” is expressed whether it be
upbeat, melancholy, or most importantly, “neutral”.
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CHAPTER 2
SONG 1: S.H.E.’S “CHINESE LANGUAGE”
The Taiwanese girl group S.H.E. was formed in 2001 by pop singers Selina Jen, Hebe
Tien, and Ella Chen. One of the most prominent Mandopop acts in history,48 S.H.E. is also a rare
example of a female pop group within the Taiwanese Zhongguofeng scene. Tied to male artists
like Jay Chou and Wang Leehom, Zhongguofeng has perpetuated a male-centric culture, leaving
little room for Taiwanese female musicians to perform songs in the Zhongguofeng style.49 S.H.E.
has also embraced musical and aesthetic styles that mesh together to form a “Western-Chinese”
hybridity. For example, their 2001 breakout song “Not Yet Lovers” 戀人未滿 is a tribute to the
sound and image of American girl group Destiny’s Child.50
In the following analysis of “Chinese Language”, I will demonstrate how S.H.E. uses
icons and symbols that are commonly associated with “Chineseness” in order to demonstrate its
influence on the international landscape. Lyrically, the song is heavy on references to how
foreigners have come to embrace certain Chinese concepts and how that has affected their daily
lives. In the music video, we can see two personas of S.H.E.: one a graceful, feminine trio of
traditional Chinese women, the other hip, vibrant modern Chinese hip-hop dancers. Finally, the
environment of the song is also important: not only do the locations shown in the music video
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present an imagined “past China” but we can also hear S.H.E. 's dual personas and the space they
share with their background foreign hip-hop dancers.
Significance of Mandarin and a National Language
The song’s lyrics are sung in Mandarin. Although this might be obvious as S.H.E. is a
Mandopop band, it is an important feature for a song called “Chinese Language”. In Taiwan,
Mandarin Chinese is not the only language officially recognized by the government; Hokkien,
Hakka, and Formosan aboriginal languages are also spoken by a large number of Taiwanese
people.51 Therefore, performing the song in Mandarin indexes an “exclusivity” towards its use in
a unified “Chinese” identity, despite the fact that in Taiwan Mandarin dialects have only slightly
more speakers than the second-most spoken language, Taiwanese Hokkien.
Furthermore, “Chinese Language” became controversial for some Taiwanese listeners
because of the use of the term Zhongguohua “中国话”.52 This was due to the geopolitical
situation surrounding the Sinophone world at the time of the song’s 2007 release: the Beijing
Olympics was to open a year later, and a campaign called upon singers from “Greater China”
(for example Hong Kong’s Jackie Chan) to promote the PRC’s entrance into the Olympic
limelight. This was an indication that, at an international level, the PRC wanted to move further
into the center of the Chinese-speaking world.53 Critics argued that because S.H.E. was a
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Taiwanese band, they should refer to their song as Taiwanhua 台湾话 to reflect their origins.
While this renaming of the song might exhibit a geopolitical prestige in favor of Taiwan, it still
neglects the fact that the song is performed in Mandarin, which overshadows the other official
languages used in Taiwan. Taiwanese social critics were also debating how to make the term
“Taiwan” distinctively unique, balancing the need for a separate identity away from the
Mainland while also acknowledging its previous hereditary connection.54
Finally, in terms of linguistic debate, the term Zhongguohua 中国话 is seen as an
outdated term because it does not accurately take into consideration the presence of minority
languages and the geopolitical situation between Mainland China and Taiwan. Both countries
use official terms to describe the standardization of Mandarin: Putonghua 普通话 (“standard
language”) in the Mainland and Guoyu 国语 (“national language”) in Taiwan.55 These terms
were chosen to try to loosen the connotations that both regions contained only one unified
language, however its usage signifies both governments’ efforts to try and make Mandarin a
countrywide standard.
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Translation and Dissection of Lyrics
The following is a translation of “Chinese Language”. The video that I have based this analysis
on is listed in the footnote below.56 When translated into English, we can not only see images
commonly connected with an image of “Chineseness,” but also the use of Western names and
locations to showcase the impact Chinese language and culture is making on the world. One
thing to note is that the song makes heavy use of “Chinese tongue twisters” known as kouling 口
令. I have marked these stanzas as such and elected not to translate them, as their primary
function is to show off the unique pronunciation of the Chinese language. After the translation
ends, Table 1 will examine the lyrics in greater detail followed by an analysis of the song’s word
choices:
INTRO/KOULING 1
扁担宽板凳长
扁担想绑在板凳上
扁担宽板凳长
扁担想绑在板凳上
VERSE 1
伦敦玛莉莲买了件旗袍送妈妈
In London, Marilyn bought her mom a qipao as a gift
莫斯科的夫司基爱上牛肉面疙瘩
In Moscow, “-vsky” fell in love with beef noodles
PRE-CHORUS
各种颜色的皮肤
People of all skin color
各种颜色的头发
People with different hair colors
嘴里念的说的开始流行中国话
From what they’re reading and what they’re saying, Chinese begins to be trendy
多少年我们苦练英文发音和文法
56
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For how many years did we have to painstakingly study English pronunciation and grammar?
这几年换他们卷着舌头学平上去入的变化
Well now it’s time for our tonal system to tie their tongues in a knot for a change
平平仄仄平平仄仄 （仄仄平平仄仄平）
好聪明的中国人 好优美的中国话
How smart the Chinese people are! How elegant the Chinese language is!
KOULING 2
扁担宽板凳长
扁担想绑在板凳上
板凳不让扁担绑在板凳上
扁担偏要绑在板凳上
板凳偏偏不让扁担绑在那板凳上
到底扁担宽还是板凳长
KOULING 3
哥哥弟弟坡前坐
坡上卧着一只鹅
坡下流着一条河
哥哥说宽宽的河
弟弟说白白的鹅
鹅要过河河要渡鹅
不知是那鹅过河还是河渡鹅
CHORUS
全世界都在学中国话
The entire world is learning Chinese
孔夫子的话越来越国际化
Confucianism is becoming more international
全世界都在讲中国话
The entire world is speaking Chinese
我们说的话让世界都认真听话
Speaking our language makes the entire world listen to us
VERSE 2
纽约苏珊娜开了间禅风 Lounge Bar
In New York, Susanna opened a Zen-themed Lounge Bar
柏林来的沃夫冈拿胡琴配着电吉他
In Berlin, Wolfgang from Berlin pairs his erhu with an electric guitar
(PRE-CHORUS REPEATS)
KOULING 4
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有个小孩叫小杜
上街打醋又买布
买了布打了醋
回头看见鹰抓兔
放下布搁下醋
上前去追鹰和兔
飞了鹰跑了兔
洒了醋湿了布
嘴说腿腿说嘴
嘴说腿爱跑腿
腿说嘴爱卖嘴
光动嘴不动腿
光动腿不动嘴
不如不长腿和嘴
到底是那嘴说腿
还是腿说嘴
(CHORUS REPEATS UNTIL END OF SONG)
Table 1. Important Lyrical Expressions in S.H.E’s “Chinese Language”

LYRIC EXAMPLE

CHINESE/WESTERN

SIGNIFICANCE

Stanzas listed as “Kouling”; 4
appear in total within the song

Chinese

A kouling 口令 is a Chinese tongue
twister. The song makes heavy use of
them in order to demonstrate the
complexities and difficulties learning
the Chinese language.

London, Marilyn 伦敦玛莉

Western

The capital city of the UK; a typical
English female name

Qipao 旗袍

Chinese

A type of Chinese clothing that was
popular during the Qing dynasty,
especially in the 19th and early 20th
centuries. Although hanfu 汉服 (“Han
traditional clothing”) has gained more
popularity over it in recent years, it is
still fashionable amongst many Chinese
women. Qipao clothing has a Manchu
origin, while Hanfu is associated with
the Han majority group.
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Moscow, “-vsky” 莫斯科的夫司基

Western

The capital city of Russia; “-vsky” is
most likely an enduring term referring
to Russian names commonly ending
with the suffix “-vsky”. It is also most
likely a play on words, as
“Moskovsky” is a masculine Russian
name.

Beef noodles 牛肉面疙瘩

Chinese

A dish from North China, literally
translated as “Beef noodle soup with
dough drops”. It consists of beef,
congee (or broth), noodles, vegetables,
and pieces of dough that can be served
as little “drops” (balls) or strings.

English pronunciation and

Western

The song details the struggles of
Chinese people having to learn English
in school or for work, as English is
seen as a global language

Chinese

This entire verse is a reference to a
Chinese poetry structure called jueju 绝
句, popularized during the Tang
dynasty. This specific verse is a jueju
type called qiyan jueju 七言绝句, in
which poets who adhered to these
structures created their poems using 4
sentences consisting of 7 characters
each. The characters represented here,
平 ping and 仄 ze, represented the
tonal patterns each sentence had to
follow in order to honor the strict
rhythmic rules within jueju. Qiyan
jueju is the most common and widely
known poetic structure in the Chinese
language, and it is often used to teach
schoolkids in China proper tonal
patterns and pronunciation.

Chinese

A philosopher from the Spring and
Autumn period (770 BCE-476 BCE),
and founder of Confucianism.
Confucianism remains an integral part
of Chinese philosophy and society,
with the Analects 论语 and other
Confucian classics still being taught in

grammar 英文发音和文法

Chinese tonal system 平上去入
平平仄仄平平仄仄 （仄仄平平仄仄平）

Confucius 孔夫子
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contemporary Chinese education and
around the world. The Sinosphere
(China, Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and
Vietnam) has in various points of
history been heavily influenced by
Confucianist doctrine. Confucius is one
of the most studied philosophers in the
Western world.
New York, Susanna 纽约苏珊娜

Zen-styled 禅风 Lounge Bar

Western

Chinese/Western

The biggest city in the US; a typical
English female name
Zen, known as chan 禅 in Chinese, is a
prominent school of Buddhist thought
that focuses heavily on meditation and
attaining peace of mind. It originated
during the Tang dynasty and is named
after the original Buddhist movement
called chanzong 禅宗 (Chan School).
Although popularly studied amongst
non-Chinese, most Westerners are
more familiar with Japanese Zen,
which is a branch of the original
chanzong teachings.
It is also interesting to note that
“lounge bar” is not translated here,
even as a transliteration. This could be
because a lounge bar might be
described as a “Western” or “trendy”
concept, or that it would be harder to
assign it a Chinese equivalent. Of
special note is the irony of
encountering an English term used in a
song dedicated to the Chinese
language.

Berlin, Wolfgang 柏林来的沃夫冈

Western

The capital city of Germany; a typical
German male name

Huqin 胡琴

Chinese

A family of Chinese string instruments
that is widely used in traditional
Chinese music and in Zhongguofeng.
The most popular huqin to be used in
Chinese music is the erhu 二胡, which
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is sometimes synonymous with the
word huqin.
Electric guitar 电吉他

Western

The verse states that Wolfgang often
pairs his erhu training with that of
playing the electric guitar, synonymous
with Western rock and pop music.

In choosing indexical signs to represent Chinese culture, S.H.E. elected to use five signs
associated with “Chineseness” that have become a part of the lives of foreigners across the
globe: clothing (qipao) and food (beef noodles) in the first verse;57 philosophy (Confucianism) in
the chorus; and religion (Zen Buddhism) and music (erhu) in the second verse.
In praising the Chinese language, the song begins with S.H.E. reciting the first kouling
while in traditional hanfu clothing. As the song progresses, the kouling grow longer and S.H.E.
raps them at a faster pace.58 The first kouling stands out because S.H.E. performs in a manner
simulating recitation, or beisong 背诵, of traditional Chinese poetry.59 The combination of
beisong and rapping shows how Chinese listeners learn to pronounce Chinese effectively with
the newer genre of rapping from the West. Another linguistic reference is the recitation of the

57

The beef noodle dish is associated mostly with Northern China, but an interesting note is that at the end
of the music video, the location seen is clearly in Shanghai (a city in Southern China). The song, at least
visually, therefore can’t be analyzed as having either a “Northern” or “Southern” bias, but instead is an
amalgamation of imagery from all over China.
“S.H.E [ 中國話 Chinese ] Official Music Video”, YouTube, uploaded by Hua Yan Guoji 华研国际,
21 Dec. 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 2:06
58

59

Recitation typically is performed in two forms (langsong 朗诵), but in the modern era Chinese people
use alternative methods to memorize traditional poetry. Conal Boyce argues that the second form, called
B-recitation, is reserved for “light verse and set pieces, which one finds in novels and vernacular short
stories” which isn’t comparable to A-recitation, which is used only for “serious poetry”. Whichever
method S.H.E. is using here isn’t entirely clear. See Conal Boyce. “Recitation of Chinese Poetry.”
Journal of the American Oriental Society 100, no. 4 (1980), pp. 503-505. https://doi.org/10.2307/602094.
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Chinese tonal system, or Ping shang qu rou 平上去入. Listeners unfamiliar with Chinese might
not understand these references to the language, however, the quick rhythm of the rapping shows
that it takes an advanced skill to be able to recite Chinese in a fast manner.
Non-linguistic references in the lyrics express familiar cultural icons of China, such as
Confucius, China’s most influential philosopher, and Buddhism, a major religion. The name
Confucius would be familiar to both Chinese and non-Chinese listeners, whereas references to
other prominent philosophers, such as Mozi 墨子 or Zhuangzi 庄子, might be lost on an
international audience. Buddhism, a religion originating from India, might also have been
singled out because of its international recognition, whereas Daoism, a religion deeply rooted in
China, is not mentioned in the song. The lyrics also mention four international cities in which
Chinese language and culture are rooted: three capital cities – London, Moscow, and Berlin –
and the metropolitan New York City.60 Their mention recognizes the Chinese diaspora, which
does its part to help spread Chinese culture worldwide.
S.H.E.’s Dual Personas
A striking feature of the music video are the S.H.E.’s two distinct personas. First, they
appear in pink hanfu clothing, reciting the first kouling slowly and stoically with their arms
covered.61 The video then cuts to the trio performing hip-hop choreography with looser, modern
hip-hop clothing.62 In terms of choreography, Ella Chen is the most vibrant in her movements.

60

Out of the four cities mentioned, only London and New York City have established Chinatown
communities.
“S.H.E [ 中國話 Chinese ] Official Music Video”, YouTube, uploaded by Hua Yan Guoji 华研国际,
21 Dec. 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 0:30
61

62

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 0:40
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For example, in the rap stanzas, Ella is usually the lead rapper with the other two, Selina Jen and
Hebe Tien, replying in short raps in sync with each other.63 Ella is thus the “force” that holds the
rap sections together because when the chorus begins, the trio always sings together.64
Furthermore, S.H.E. is seen only once practicing tai chi in their pink hanfu, whereas they never
perform other martial art choreography when they are in their hip-hop personas.65
When the song begins and S.H.E. starts to recite the first kouling, a backing piano track
accompanies their vocals and continues through the rest of the song. The stereotypical pentatonic
scale used here is similar to the familiar “Oriental Riff” that has long been used as an indexical
sign for the entrance of East Asian characters.66 The choice of piano reinforces the femininity of
the trio, contrasting with the later use of hip-hop instrumentation to represent the trio’s
“masculinity” in subsequent choreography.67 Together, the two personas project an image of the
trio’s hybridity, maintaining a feminine image of Chinese women while also performing in an
assertive hip-hop style made popular by male exponents of the genre such as Jay Chou.

63

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 0:40 - 0:47

Due to her confident personality, some critics have led to calling Chen out as a “tomboy” or
“transgender” due to her willingness in exploring techniques that are seen as “un-ladylike”, further
promoting an image that women featured in Mandopop should be known more for their gentle demeanor
and sex appeal. See Asianpopnews.com Writers. “Ella Chen on Transgender Rumours: “It’s ridiculous.”,
accessed February 8, 2022, https://asianpopnews.com/ella-chen-on-transgender-rumours-its-ridiculous/.
64

“S.H.E [ 中國話 Chinese ] Official Music Video”, YouTube, uploaded by Hua Yan Guoji 华研国际,
21 Dec. 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 1:44
65

Also known as the “East Asian Riff”, it was created by Western Orientalists to be used in a stage
adaptation of Aladdin sometime in the 1840’s. NPR did a report on its usage in many Western
productions and is still commonly performed. See NPR.com, “How the “Kung Fu Fighting” Melody
Came To Represent Asia”, August 28, 2014, https://www.npr.org/transcripts/338622840.
66

Piano playing in Chinese society is seen as a refined art with a degree of “femininity”, despite there
being many examples of male pianists. See Changkui Wang. “Professional Piano Education in Chinese
Piano Music Culture”. International Education Studies, Vol. 3 No. 1, Canadian Center of Science and
Education, 2010, pp. 92-93. https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1066064.pdf
67
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Figure 1: S.H.E. performing in the pink “hanfu” clothing, inside a bamboo forest (Courtesy of S.H.E. and
HIM International Music)

Figure 2: S.H.E. performing in hip-hop clothing in an alleyway at an old Chinese city location (Courtesy
of S.H.E. and HIM International Music)

Environment, Martial Arts, and the Incorporation of Foreigners
Three locations are present within the music video: a bamboo forest, an old Chinese city
from the imperial era, and modern Shanghai. In the bamboo forest, S.H.E. appear in their pink
hanfu clothing and we see a kung fu master practicing his martial arts skills. They are
accompanied by atmospheric sounds: we hear the wind rustling through the bamboo and, when
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the kung fu master moves in slow-motion, we hear the amplified sounds of his clothing rustling
in the wind.68
The inclusion of a kung fu master in a bamboo forest is an homage to popular martial arts
films. In figures 3 and 4, we see the similarities between S.H.E.’s representation of the bamboo
forest and the 2000 martial arts film Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon, in which two characters,
Jen and Li Mu Bai, fight on top of a bamboo forest.69 Perhaps it is no coincidence that the film’s
director, Ang Lee, is also from Taiwan. Bamboo and martial arts are frequently paired together
because in Chinese society, bamboo symbolizes stoicism and uprightness due to its ability to
thrive even in winter, while martial arts require discipline to nurture skills.70 The practice of tai
chi is also present in the video, as we can see practitioners dressed in white performing
throughout the song.

“S.H.E [ 中國話 Chinese ] Official Music Video”, YouTube, uploaded by Hua Yan Guoji 华研国际,
21 Dec. 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 0:05
68

“Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (7/8) Movie CLIP - Bamboo Forest Fight (2000) HD”, YouTube,
uploaded by Movieclips, Jan 14, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXIJv1NoXmo
69

The bamboo 竹 is one of four plants known as the “Four Gentlemen” 四君子, known for their ability
to thrive even in harsh Winter conditions. They are highly referenced in Confucianist literature and
paintings. The other three plants are the chrysanthemum 菊, the plum blossom 梅, and the orchid 兰. See
China Online Museum, “Four Gentlemen”, http://www.chinaonlinemuseum.com/painting-fourgentlemen.php
70
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Figure 3: The kung fu master performing in the bamboo forest (Courtesy of S.H.E. and HIM International
Music)

Figure 4: A fight scene from Crouching Tiger Hidden Dragon (2000), taking place in a bamboo forest
(Courtesy of Sony Pictures Classics)

The second location, a stereotypical old city, appears to have infrastructure from the imperial era
of China. Instead of performing their choreography in a modern metropolitan area with
skyscrapers, S.H.E. intentionally uses this location to mix the new trend of hip-hop with the past
heritage of China. This juxtaposition suggests that it is “hip” to embrace Chinese culture, thus
connecting the youth to feelings of pride in their Chinese heritage. This is further enhanced with
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the presence of non-Chinese foreigners who serve as backup dancers for S.H.E. These dancers,
of many races and including both males and females, are a clear reference to the lyric “People of
all skin color, people of all hair colors”. This expresses two messages: that Chinese heritage is
spreading throughout the world and Chinese people should feel proud of their background, and
that Chinese culture is open to anybody who has an interest in studying it. Eventually, the kung
fu master joins the foreign dancers and starts to do his own rendition of their breakdance, further
mixing the “stoutness” of martial arts with the loose choreography of hip-hop music.71 Finally, at
the end of the video, we cut to the final location, Shanghai, where we see a foreigner ask a
Chinese dancer for directions in Mandarin, signifying the connection between China and the rest
of the world.72
The intended audience for this song is Chinese listeners; it is sung in Mandarin and
performed in a fast rap that only listeners fluent in the language could catch. However, I would
argue that the music video component is intended for both Chinese and non-Chinese audiences.
The mix of imagery referencing popular martial arts films with hip-hop choreography suggests
that the point of the song is to get young viewers to be interested in knowing more about China
or for Chinese listeners to feel pride in their culture. Yet the “China” portrayed here is
oversimplified, as if the images chosen were to specifically target a non-Chinese audience.
Familiar images – bamboo forests, martial arts, and traditional walled cities – together construct
a stereotypical Chinese culture that draws foreign viewers into its “mystique”.

“S.H.E [ 中國話 Chinese ] Official Music Video”, YouTube, uploaded by Hua Yan Guoji 华研国际,
21 Dec. 2011, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 0:05
71

72

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCKGoND0pS0, 3:35
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CHAPTER 3
SONG 2: VINCY CHAN’S “DAIYU LAUGHED”
Vincy Chan (泳儿) is a Hong Kong-Singaporean singer who became a star when she
released her first hit single, “Feeling” 感应, in 2006.73 Often compared to Faye Wong in terms
of vocal ability and a “cool” personality, Chan has also struggled to fit the music industry’s
definition of an “ideal” woman. Because expressing herself has led to perceptions of being “too
sexy,” Chan has chosen to share little about her private life.74 Despite having been born in Hong
Kong and found success in the region’s music scene, she was raised in Singapore and has often
said that she finds Singaporean culture more open and carefree then Hong Kong’s rapidly
increasing busy environment.75 The more decadent, capitalistic tendencies that have appeared in
Hong Kongese society and its economy have become central themes in her work. She has
nevertheless nurtured her stardom in Hong Kong, and it is there she has become a famous name
in both the Cantopop and Mandopop industry.
In this chapter I will demonstrate how her song “Daiyu Laughed” has a deep connection
to the pre-modern Qing China novel Dream of the Red Chamber76. In my analysis, both the

“泳兒 Vincy《感應》[Official MV]” , YouTube, uploaded by Yinghuang Yuyue 英皇娛樂 eeg music,
Dec 17, 2012
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRnhCh1CBZg.
73

Vincy Chan. “Cantopop Newcomer Vincy Chan”, HK Magazine on South China Morning Post.com,
July 3, 2008, https://www.scmp.com/magazines/hk-magazine/article/2029897/cantopop-newcomer-vincychan.
74

75

Chan.

The most commonly used name for the novel is Hong Lou Meng 红楼梦, “Dream of the Red
Chamber”, however another name that has been used in Chinese is Shitou Ji 石头记, “The Story of the
Stone”. Another commonly used English name for Hong Lou Meng is “A Dream of Red Mansions”.
76
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Cantonese and Mandarin versions will be explored as they highlight key differences in trying to
understand what messages Chan wants to express. In addition, two music videos, both using the
Cantonese version, were produced with completely different narrative styles; no music video was
ever produced for the Mandarin version. Unlike “Chinese Language”, “Daiyu Laughed” does not
use “Chineseness” to promote what is positive about Chinese culture. Rather, it combines
references to a well-known story from pre-modern Chinese literature with pop music that deals
with contemporary struggles of love and reality. However, depending on which version of the
song is played or which music video is shown, the portrayals are very different in presentation.
The Dual Production of Cantonese and Mandarin
Chan became a star first in the Cantopop industry, which in the mid-2000s was seen as
being on the decline in favor of Mandopop.77 Cantonese as spoken in Hong Kong was always
viewed as an “inferior” or “low” dialect compared to English, but the rise of “commercial
hybridity” and the “lack of creativity” in Cantopop by the late 1990s also took a toll on its
singers. Mandopop’s success in Taiwan further sidelined Cantopop as the dominant form of pop
in Hong Kong and many artists began to record their songs in both Mandarin and Cantonese.78
However, Chow argues that the decline of Cantopop actually began in 1997 when Hong Kong
was handed back to China by the United Kingdom, as the rise of government promotion of
Mandarin instruction increased and Taiwanese Mandopop became the more popular form of

Yiu-Wai Chu and Eve Leung. “Remapping Hong Kong popular music: covers, localisation and the
waning hybridity of Cantopop.” Popular Music (2013) Volume 32/1, Cambridge University Press, 2013,
pp. 61.
77

78

Chu, pp. 62-63.
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Chinese pop music for young listeners.79 Although Cantopop singers started to be influenced by
the rise of Mandopop in Hong Kong to make Mandarin covers of their songs, the practice of
Sinophone artists performing in multiple languages is not a new phenomenon. For example,
Teresa Teng became a popular singer across Asia due to her ability to sing in multiple languages.
This proved especially lucrative when she became popular in Japan.80
The question then turns to whether or not Cantonese-style Chinese pop songs can be
considered Zhongguofeng music if the promotion of Mandarin creates an index with a unified
“Chinese identity”. The decline of Cantonese songs in Chinese pop music might also not be
solely due to a push for the unified use of Mandarin in the Sinophone, but rather the difficulties
of adjusting to a changing economy and the increase of internet usage.81 Therefore, Vincy Chan
producing a song like “Daiyu Laughed” in both Cantonese and Mandarin does not seem to send
different messages but rather uses both dialects to engage a wider Sinophone market. However,
both sets of lyrics are different in terms of narration and cultural references.
The following table shows the lyrics in both Taiwanese Mandarin and Hong Kong
Cantonese. I have translated the lyrics literally as I am not versed in the deep processes involved
with poetic translation, however there are still interesting differences in terms of imagery and

79

Yiu Fai Chow and Jeroen de Kloet de. Sonic Multiplicities : Hong Kong Pop and the Global
Circulation of Sound and Image. Bristol: Intellect Books Ltd, 2012, pp. 3 Accessed April 3, 2022.
ProQuest Ebook Central.
80

Teng performed in Cantonese, Mandarin, Japanese, English, and a few other languages. See Laramie
Mok. “5 of Teresa Teng’s songs, each in a different language”. South China Morning Post, May 6, 2020,
https://www.scmp.com/magazines/style/celebrity/article/3083112/5-teresa-tengs-songs-each-differentlanguage-25-years
Yiu-Wai Chu and Eve Leung. “Remapping Hong Kong popular music: covers, localisation and the
waning hybridity of Cantopop.” Popular Music (2013) Volume 32/1, Cambridge University Press, 2013,
pp. 67-68.
81
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symbolism. One striking difference is that the Mandarin version focuses solely on the messages
expressed in Dream of the Red Chamber, such as commenting on the character Lin Daiyu’s
sadness upon the realization of unattainable love, while in the Cantonese version Vincy seems to
portray Lin Daiyu herself as opposed to simply narrating her sadness. The Cantonese version
also makes more references to other pre-modern stories than the Mandarin version, which will be
explained below. The song can be found in the footnote of this page.82
Table 2. Translation of both lyric sets of “Daiyu Laughed”

TAIWANESE MANDARIN 国语
VERSE 1
害羞的浅笑暧昧时在红楼
A flirtatious shy smile while in the Red
Chamber
轻盈的敛步 书生也曾风流
The graceful steps of the scholar were also
elegant
剔透的 露水 长出了纠缠的痴情种
A transparent dew sprouts a seed of
entangling infatuation
轻美的诗篇 风花雪月正浓
Beautiful poetry describing a lustful life is
truly thick
满脸的无奈 沮丧始终无用
A face full of helplessness, to be dejected is
useless
PRE-CHORUS
爱情 永远只开花不肯结果
Love always blossoms but is never willing to
bear fruit
也真的 花凋落 千头万绪终堆成冢
It’s also true that flowers wither away, a
series of loose ends that end up in a moundturned grave

HONG KONG CANTONESE 粤语
VERSE 1
一间间西厢 几多间像破庙
The western chambers, a lot of them
resembling broken temples
一朵朵紫钗 几多现在闪耀
The purple hairpins, a lot of them shining
brightly
一一的想起 几多的旧记忆未散掉
Remembering one by one, the many old
memories not having been discarded
一天天开始 几多日后揭晓
The day begins, more will be revealed a few
days later
一息间分开 从来并没先兆
Separation in one breath never comes with a
premonition
本本诗歌小说 场场聚散谁能意料
In this poetic novel, scenes of encountering
and parting, who could anticipate?
PRE-CHORUS
或者 所有的奥秘已经写了
Or, the secrets have already been written
地有天

月有星

然后眼泪就有欢笑

“泳儿 黛玉笑了”, YouTube, uploaded by soundsfrom yesteryears, October 8, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmkYL8wZjEI .
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CHORUS
得到的 失去的 太南柯一梦
To obtain, to lose, illusions of grandeur
舍不得还是只能放手
To be unwilling or willing to let go
要学那红楼梦
To study (follow) the Dream of the Red
Chamber
将万般心事葬在花瓣中
All of one’s worries will be buried
underneath the flower petals
美丽的 残缺的 全付诸东风
The beautiful, the damaged, all put into the
spring wind
能耐它吹散无影踪
Capable of blowing them freely without a
trace
谁伸手挽留 谁心就痛
Whoever puts their hand out urging
someone to stay, their heart will hurt
不如将故事忘记忆中
Let’s forget the story in our memories

The earth has the sky, the moon has the star,
then tears have laughter

VERSE 2
回眸的前生 谁爱人在红楼
Looking back at this past life, who was the
sweetheart in the Red Chamber
失意地敛步 谁跟随在身后
Gracefully walking in disappointment, who
was the one that followed behind
凝结的露水 谁是那不悔的痴情种
In the condensed dew, who was that
unrepentant infatuation
千古的诗篇 谁的寂寞正浓
In the timeless poem, who was the one with
the deep loneliness
回荡的无奈 谁的沮丧无用
Resounding helplessness, who’s
hopelessness is useless
林黛玉的泪水 涌进哪个人的眼中
In which person’s eyes do Lin Daiyu’s tears
flow into?

BRIDGE
一朵朵 一朵朵微笑
Pedal after pedal, pedal after pedal, smile
绽开了 又匆匆谢了
Bloomed and withered
得到了 又匆匆失了
Received and lost quickly
只有什么忘不了
Only couldn’t forget something
真了 假了 我一一的明白了
What’s real, what’s fake, I understood one
by one
又糊涂了 最后只有什么忘不了
Confused again, couldn’t forget something
in the end

CHORUS
缘和分碰着了 又匆匆失了
Fate and destiny encountered, and they
faded quickly
红楼梦过后应该醒了
You should wake up after being in the
Dream of the Red Chamber
也许再过一秒
Maybe in another second
错过的一切统统得到了
All that was missed would be gained again
离和合接受了 又抛低不了
Separation and reunion were accepted, but
couldn’t be thrown away
红楼梦向着我呼召
The dream of the red chamber is calling me
不需要葬花 却要微笑
No need to bury flowers, smile instead
哪个为旧人哭 太笨了
Who cries for an old lover, so stupid

VERSE 2
CHORUS (last line is different)
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得到的 失去的 太南柯一梦
To obtain, to lose, illusions of grandeur
舍不得还是只能放手
To be unwilling or willing to let go
要学那红楼梦
To study (follow) the Dream of the Red
Chamber
将万般心事葬在花瓣中
All of one’s worries will be buried
underneath the flower petals
美丽的 残缺的 全付诸东风
The beautiful, the damaged, all put into the
spring wind
能耐它吹散无影踪
Capable of blowing them freely without a
trace
谁伸手挽留 谁心就痛
Whoever puts their hand out urging
someone to stay, their heart will hurt
怎能赎回 笑容
How is it possible to recover a smile?
CONCLUSION
谁要我们不能从爱情中
Who wants us to not be of love?
背负着 心头的伤 不走
Carrying the scars within the heart, don’t go
SONG ENDS

一位位宝玉 几多位是我的
Baoyu after Baoyu, which one of them is
mine?
一位位千金 几多位在执着
Daughters after daughters, how many are
persistent?
一一的想起 几多的旧记忆未散掉
Remembering one by one, the many old
memories not having been discarded
一天天开始 几多日后揭晓
The day begins, more will be revealed a few
days later
一点点青春 原来并未失掉
That little bit of youth, was not lost all along
本本诗歌小说 场场聚散后才开窍
In this poetic novel, scenes of encountering
and parting only open when one starts to
understand
CHORUS (Last few lines are different)
缘和分碰着了 又匆匆失了
Fate and destiny encountered, and they
faded quickly
红楼梦过后应该醒了
You should wake up after being in the
Dream of the Red Chamber
也许再过一秒
Maybe in another second
错过的一切统统得到了
All that was missed would be gained again
离和合接受了 又抛低不了
Separation and reunion were accepted, but
couldn’t be thrown away
红尘内发现我渺小
Discovering the insignificance in this
mundane world
即使要痛哭 更要微笑
Even though she wants to cry, she needs to
smile instead
哪个羡慕黛玉
Who envies Daiyu
CONCLUSION
明白葬花不够捻花美妙
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Understand, burying the flowers are not as
wonderful as picking the flowers
遗憾了 就趁破晓 忘了
Regret…..as the day breaks, forget it
SONG ENDS

In terms of the song’s poetic rhythm, the Cantonese lyrics clearly fit the song better than
the Mandarin version. This may be due to a linguistical advantage Cantonese has over Mandarin:
the use of the full stops -p, -t, and -k, which Mandarin does not possess. This makes it easier for
Chan’s vocals to align with the piano and lilting pipa arrangements in the background. “Daiyu
Laughed” also contains Chinese instrumentation familiar in the Zhongguofeng genre; the pipa,
erhu, dizi, and guzheng can be heard in the background mixed in with a pop composition that
includes synthesized hand clapping and a bass line.
The major reference from Dream of the Red Chamber is the reference to the book’s
central romance between Lin Daiyu and Baoyu. Lin Daiyu as a character is very frail and
expresses her emotions heavily, prompting her to cry whenever she experiences grief. One of the
most memorable scenes in the novel is when Daiyu picks up some withered flowers, noting that
the once flourishing flower will eventually drop to the ground and perish. Adding to a
misunderstanding in which Lin Daiyu suspects Baoyu of being more affectionate towards one of
the family’s maids, she compares her sorrow with that of the flowers she picked up. She then
starts to bury them so that they won’t rot and will have a chance to be in the Earth again.
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Figure 5: Vincy Chan in the “watercolor” version. Imagery of her strolling around watching the flowers
fall from the tree is a reference to the scene in Dream of the Red Chamber where Daiyu buries the
withered flowers. (Courtesy of Vincy Chan, EEG Music, and Sony ATV Publishing)

Figure 6: Daiyu in the 1987 CCTV adaptation of Dream of the Red Chamber, taken from the scene in
which she buries the withered flowers she found on the ground. (Courtesy of China Central Television)

The meaning behind this scene is significant in that it shows how Lin Daiyu felt about
herself, devoted to her love but at the same time feeling disposable and obsessing over someone
who might not return the same feelings. Her beauty would eventually fade as well until her time
to pass on. Vincy Chan uses Lin Daiyu’s sorrows as the framework for her song, expressing how
to get over lovesickness and be free from experiencing the sensation of being separated from
45

someone. The Cantonese lyrics also provide additional references to other pre-modern Chinese
stories, especially in the first verse. The “western chambers” 西厢 refers to the romantic comedy
Romance of the Western Chamber 西厢记, a book that Lin Daiyu and Baoyu bond over, and the
“purple hairpins” 紫钗 refer to a Cantonese opera entitled The Legend of the Purple Hairpin 紫
钗记, a tale that involves the main character searching for a girl who only left behind her
hairpin.83 The Mandarin lyrics in contrast make no such references, preferring only to retell the
struggles Lin Daiyu feels in expressing her love for Baoyu. Both lyrics mention the scene of
burying flowers. As the song closes, the Cantonese version wants listeners to forget the regrets
they have in life, while the Mandarin version elicits a plea for the lover to remain and maintain a
relationship despite the risk of sudden separation.
The Case of Two Music Videos
In producing this analysis, I found two music videos produced by Vincy’s production
studio, EEG Music, that both use the Cantonese version of the song. I was unable to find a music
video using the Mandarin lyrics. Like the two sets of lyrics, they also have a completely separate
way of expressing the narrative of the song. It’s also important to note that the first
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The play itself was written by Tang Xianzu, an influential playwright of the Ming Dynasty, which was
later converted into a well-known Cantonese opera in the 1930s. See Cultural Institute of Macao. “The
Legend of the Purple Hairpin”, http://www.icm.gov.mo/fam/27/en/event.aspx?oldID=2552
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Figure 7: A scene in the “narrative” version which shows Vincy Chan and the male character watching
an imagined view of Baoyu embracing Daiyu, which shows a better ending for both characters then what
the original novel portrayed. (Courtesy of Vincy Chan, EEG Music, and Sony ATV Publishing)

music video, which I dub the “watercolor version”, is produced as a standard music video.84 The
second video, which I call the “narrative version”, was likely produced for use at karaoke bars as
the lyrics are more prominently shown on the screen.85
The “watercolor” music video features only Vincy Chan, who appears in either a black or
a white long robe. Her physical features, particularly her face, and the soft, graceful way she
walks, are a prominent focus of the video. The environment that surrounds her is highly stylized
and does not feature physical locations. Instead, Vincy wanders around in a world of Chinese
watercolors. Depictions of bamboo, gardens, ponds, and a pre-modern mansion resemble blackand-white ink paintings. The flowers are the only objects shown in color and they can be seen
falling throughout the video, a reference to the scene with Daiyu.

“泳兒 Vincy《黛玉笑了》[MV]”, YouTube, uploaded by 英皇娛樂 eeg music, December 17, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sL5_sgNTtLs.
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“泳儿 黛玉笑了”, YouTube, uploaded by soundsfrom yesteryears, October 8, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZmkYL8wZjEI.
85
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In the “narrative” version, the video is shot with a more “realistic” approach to style.
Vincy shares the video with three other characters: a man writing on his laptop, and actors
playing the roles of Baoyu and Lin Daiyu. Unlike the “watercolor” version where Vincy’s
contemplation of Daiyu’s struggles is at the center of the video, the “narrative” version shows the
world of Dream of the Red Chamber through the lens of a male character. He is contemplating a
relationship that has obstacles and turns to Dream of the Red Chamber for inspiration in writing
his own perception of what the story should be about. In this version, Vincy acts as either an
outside narrator, merely performing the song in the background, or the male character’s lover
who he is reminded of when he reads the romance between Baoyu and Daiyu. Also, since the
story of Baoyu and Daiyu’s love is played out in front of the male character’s eyes, Vincy
doesn’t act as a stand-in for Daiyu or her struggles as a woman suffering from a relationship.
Rather, the song serves as the background for the man’s own “dream” of how he wants his
relationship to improve.
The following chart illustrates some of the important imagery used in the “narrative”
version that show a connection between the “Chineseness” of the world depicted in the man’s
fantasy of Dream of the Red Chamber, as well as the use of anachronistic elements such as an
Apple laptop that together create a hybridity between the “past” and the “modern”.
Table 3. Noticeable imagery within the “narrative version” of “Daiyu Laughed”

Imagery/Scene
-The video opens up in a siheyuan 四合院, a
typical pre-modern Chinese residence. A male
character is in one of the rooms typing on a
computer.

Representation
A representation of modernization; rather than
expecting the male character to be doing
calligraphy, he is using a computer to type his
words.

(0:00 – 0:20)
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-The man accidently drops a book, which is
shown to be the Dream of the Red Chamber
红楼梦

Setting up that the song is influenced by the
novel

(0:21 – 0:23)
-The man picks up the book and starts
reading; scenes showcasing representations of
both Lin Daiyu and Jia Baoyu in proper
clothing

The contemporary man and woman are
experiencing the same kind of lovesick
situation as the main characters in Dream.

(1:16 – 1:23)
-A scene showing that Vincy is also on the
computer, presumably writing her own story
based on Dream.

Both characters are inspired by Dream in
order to figure out the best way to come
together again without getting hurt

(3:05 – 3:08)
-More views of the environment: Chinese
watercolor paintings and Vincy walking
gracefully around the residence

Important imagery of Zhongguofeng:
Watercolor paintings depicting nature in an
effort to connect with the pre-modern artistic
past

(1:36 – 1:39), (1:41 – 1:48)
-A scene depicting Jia Baoyu going to
Daiyu’s quarters in order to comfort her, in
which they embrace; the modern man is then
seen going to the same quarters; he sees
Baoyu and Daiyu embracing; Vincy then
appears behind the man and smiles.

Depicting that Dream of the Red Chamber is
a common story for the youth to think about
when going through a difficult point in their
relationship; by both the man and Vincy
looking at Daiyu and Baoyu embracing each
other, they appreciate the almost timeless
messages the pre-modern novel contains.

(3:15 – 3:36)
-The video ends with the man concluding his
typing with “At last, Daiyu laughed”. 最后，
黛玉笑了
(3:48)

The man hopes for a happy ending with his
loved one; Lin Daiyu is notable for her frail
physicality and constant crying, getting her to
“finally laugh” would be a huge
accomplishment for her lover to achieve.
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Although the “narrative” video suggests that the male character envisions a happy ending
for the characters of Baoyu and Daiyu, this does not equate to the couple’s ultimate fate in which
Baoyu marries another woman and Daiyu dies without either of them consummating their
relationship. Thus, it is perplexing as to why the Cantonese lyrics were used for the “narrative”
video. In the Mandarin lyrics, Vincy expresses her commitment to pursue her “illusion” of
wanting to stay with her lover even at the risk of consequences. The Cantonese lyrics have Vincy
lamenting her loneliness while warning that the stories invoked in Dream of the Red Chamber
serve as an illusion, and that in reality love is painfully real. The “narrative” video thus takes
creative liberties with the novel in order to convey the message that Vincy’s pleas for her lover
not to leave her side should instead be viewed with the Mandarin lyrics as the background.
The space Vincy inhabits in the “watercolor” music video shows her to be not an object
of affection, but rather a full-fledged character who, in the midst of her surrounding
“Chineseness,” demonstrates an “inner turmoil” that she must overcome.86 However, in the
“narrative” version, Vincy fits the role of a background singer who exists in the mind of the male
protagonist. I would argue that the music videos, while still appealing to a Chinese audience,
were created in order to appeal to different demographics. Viewers unfamiliar with the story of
Dream of the Red Chamber could gravitate towards the “watercolor” video and still retain a
sense of Zhongguofeng “Chineseness” due to the images of bamboo, plum blossoms, etc.,
gracefully put into place by paint as Vincy walks around in traditional robes. For viewers more
familiar with the story, however, the “narrative” video would allow them to identify the novel’s
key characters.

Yiu Fai Chow and Jeroen de Kloet. “Blowing in the China Wind: Engagements with Chineseness in
Hong Kong’s Zhongguofeng Music Videos.” Visual Anthropology 24, no. 1/2 (December 2010): 68.
86
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Finally, the two music videos appeal to different sensibilities regarding sexuality and
gender. The “watercolor” version, despite Chow’s argument, presents Vincy as a central delicate
beauty comparable to Lin Daiyu. Certain demographics might find this “male gaze” more
appealing. The “narrative” version, in contrast, presents a male character who not only appears
educated enough to write fan fiction involving Dream of the Red Chamber, but is also highly
feminized. Vincy is an observer; she does not show off her body in suggestive poses and
significant screen time is dedicated to the man and the actors playing Baoyu and Daiyu. Thus,
the “narrative” version was created to appeal to audiences who wanted to see a romantic story
unfold between well-known characters and also to depict a “feminized” man who seems to get
the struggles of maintaining a relationship. By writing at the end “最后，黛玉笑了” (“At last,
Daiyu laughed”), female listeners are attracted to the sensitivity of the man who gets the
complications that women face in life.
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CHAPTER 4
SONG 3: WANG LEEHOM’S “MISTAKE IN THE FLOWER FIELDS”
Wang Leehom, a contemporary of Jay Chou, is both an originator of Zhongguofeng
music and part of a class of artists somewhat distinct from those labeled “Chinese American.”
American-born Chinese (ABCs) are described as being more in touch with their roots and
wanting eventually to rekindle their lost cultural heritage.87 Wang was not the first overseas
Chinese to gain success in Sinophone music markets, but he was influential in providing new
interpretations that combine rap and hip-hop with Chinese instrumentation and a connection to
Chinese culture.88 Many ABC artists need to study the Chinese language first and brush up on
cultural references in order to connect with Chinese listeners. Wang Leehom had the distinction
of being the “Other”: someone who had to learn the language and culture of his parents’ origin
and position himself in the business as relatable to Sinophonic fans of Zhongguofeng music.
Because his parents are from Taiwan, Wang Leehom has been described as both a “Taiwanese
American” and the standard “Chinese American”. For the sake of this analysis, I will use the
more familiar term “Chinese American.”
Wang was originally noticed while on a trip to Taiwan during his college days in the mid1990s, when his vocal talent at local shows helped secure a contract with BMG Taiwan. Wang
did not know Mandarin at the time, and had to release a few test albums before finally reaching
success in 1998.89 His technique of approaching music, which he called “chinked-out”, aims to
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Boxi Chen. "The Expression of Chineseness and Americanness in Chinese Popular Music: A
Comparison of ABC Pop Stars Wang Leehom and Vanness Wu." Asian Music 43, no. 2 (2012): pp. 7273.
Grace Wang. “The ABCs of Chinese Pop: Wang Leehom and the Marketing of a Global Chinese
Celebrity”. University of California, Davis, 2012, pp. 3-4
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Chen, pp. 74.
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repurpose negative stereotypes about Chinese identity into a positive model that combines
elements of Western pop and hip-hop with traditional Chinese instrumentation and references to
stories from Chinese mythology, literature, and opera.90
Listen to my Erhu
Wang Leehom’s “Mistake in the Flower Fields” (花田错), like “Daiyu Laughs”,
employs references from traditional Chinese arts, in this case, Beijing opera.91 Although the song
takes inspiration from a story from the “scholar-beauty” genre of Chinese literature (才子佳人),
the lyrics are repurposed to invoke the narrator’s regret about his infidelity towards his lover.
Visually, the video jumps back and forth between depictions of Beijing opera characters,
complete with costumes and makeup, embedded in such locations as a pre-modern opera house
and older mansions, and Wang Leehom himself, dressed in contemporary pop fashion and using
a camera phone to take pictures.92 A female character also switches back and forth between
wearing contemporary clothing and wearing a Beijing opera costume. Notably, the girl is the
only character in the video who switches clothing style: Wang Leehom and the other characters
strictly wear either contemporary clothing or opera costumes.

Hei Ting Wong. “Chinked-Out: Leehom Wang and Music of the Huaren Diaspora”. Pittsburgh
University, 2015, pp. 15-16.
90
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Chen, pp. 75-76.
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“Wang Leehom 王力宏 Hua Tian Cuo 花田錯 (Official Video Karaoke)“, YouTube, uploaded by

Jinqu Niandai 金曲年代 GOLDEN ERA, 28 Aug. 2019,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UvXQn9oIRAM.
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The following is a translation of the song’s lyrics, again composed in the Mandarin
Chinese dialect. Wang’s song uses cultural references as tools to present a message about
regretting his mistake in cheating on his lover.93
VERSE 1
夜好深了 纸窗里怎么亮着
The night is deep, how come there’s light within the paper lantern?
那不是彻夜等候 你为我点的烛火
That isn’t someone burning the midnight oil, it’s the flame you lit for me
不过是 一次邂逅 红楼那一场梦
It was only a chance encounter, that dream in the Red Chamber
我的山水 全部退色 像被大雨洗过
My landscape, completely devoid of color, as if washed away by a downpour
PRE-CHORUS 1
杯中景色鬼魅 忘了我是谁
Through the cup the scenery is ghostly, I’ve forgotten who I am
心情就像夜凉如水
My mood is like the night, as cold as water
手里握着蝴蝶杯 单飞 不醉不归
My hand is grasping a butterfly chalice, all alone, I won’t return sober
CHORUS
花田里犯了错
In the flower fields I made a mistake
说好 破晓前忘掉
It was agreed that before the dawn breaks we would forget what happened
花田里犯了错
In the flower fields I made a mistake
拥抱 变成了煎熬
A warm embrace has turned to torment
花田里犯了错 犯错...
In the flower fields I made a mistake
像迷恋镜花水月的无聊
Like the fantasies I dreamed up out of boredom
花田里犯了错
In the flower fields I made a mistake
请 原谅我多情的打扰
93

Boxi Chen. "The Expression of Chineseness and Americanness in Chinese Popular Music: A
Comparison of ABC Pop Stars Wang Leehom and Vanness Wu." Asian Music 43, no. 2 (2012): 77-78.
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Please, forgive my many passionate distractions
VERSE 2
醉 怎么会喝醉 美 因为你的美
Drunk, how can I be wasted? Beauty, it’s because of your beauty
爱匆匆一瞥不过点缀
Love, a hurried glance that’s only for show
飞 看大雪纷飞 却再也找不回
Fly, see the heavy snow fly and scatter, yet can never be found again
被白雪覆盖那些青翠
The white snow covers all that is lush
PRE-CHORUS 2
当 时空成为拥有你 唯一条件 我....又醉
Immediately when my emptiness becomes the only condition in possessing you, I’m once again drunk

琥珀色的月 结成了霜的泪
The amber moon turns into frosted tears
我会记得这段岁月
I will remember this period of time
CHORUS CONTINUES UNTIL SONG ENDS
“Mistake in the Flower Fields” makes reference to various Beijing opera plays, including
the eponymous “Mistake in the Flower Fields” 花田错 and “The Butterfly Chalice” 蝴蝶盃,
The line “dream in that Red Chamber” is a clear reference to the Qing novel Dream of the Red
Chamber. References to the moon and being drunk are also staples in Chinese poetry, especially
encountered in the works of Li Bai 李白.94 Also, rather than making references to modern
electronics, such as turning on electrical lights in a house at night, Wang uses the term “paper
lantern” to describe a flame that’s lit in the night sky.

Asian Topics writers, “Great Tang Poets: Li Bo (701-862)”, Columbia University, accessed February
11, 2011, http://afe.easia.columbia.edu/at/libo/lb04.html.
94
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Figure 8: Wang Leehom playing the erhu. The erhu is a notable symbol in “Mistake in the Flower
Fields”, not only expressing Wang’s advanced technique in erhu but to also embrace his heritage.
(Courtesy of Wang Leehom and Sony BMG Music Entertainment)

Reviewing the imagery presented in the music video, Wang uses both a hyper-idealized
location and the setting of a Beijing Opera stage to set the mood between the past-modern
hybridity. Wang does not use much choreography as the song depicts the more muted mood of a
lover who hopes the woman will forgive him for his infidelity. The woman featured in the video
is a highlight because of how much the camera pans in on her; her movements are soft and
graceful, and at different points in the video she appears in either a white dress or a costume
depicting the character Yuyan from Mistake in the Flower Fields. Therefore, unlike the two
female-led songs already discussed, Wang uses this image of a woman as his “fantasy” that he
alludes to in the lyrics of how he views his lover. Unlike Vincy Chan’s protagonist, Wang does
not explore the perspective of the female character. The following table shows a more detailed
analysis of the imagery presented in the video that expresses Wang’s “Chineseness” and how he
interprets the opera in his own mind.
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Table 4. Important “Chineseness” Imagery in “Mistake in the Flower Fields”

Imagery/Scene
Representation
-The video opens with images of fine teardrop -Establishes the tone of the video, to take
jewelry and a flower in a bird cage, with the
listeners back to a “creative” past.
location being inside a pre-modern siheyuan.
Wang Lee Hom, wearing modern clothing, is
seated and a guzheng can be heard playing in
the background
(0:00 – 0:08)
-Wang then takes out an MP3 player and the
song begins to play. The next scene shows
him playing the erhu as erhu sounds begin
within the song.
(0:12 – 0:33)

- Wang takes out his cell phone and zooms in
to what he’s watching: a scene from the
Beijing Opera play Hua Tian Cuo 花田错.

-Mixture of old and new technology. The
MP3 player provides him with a standard pop
beat. Playing the erhu himself as the
instrument is heard in the background
suggests that he is mixing up both traditional
Chinese instruments with Western pop
elements.
-Again, emphasizing the use of modern
technology in order to watch pre-modern
plays; sets up the Beijing Opera play the song
will heavily reference.

(0:36)
-Wang watches the play in motion, which
depicts the characters of Yuyan and Bian Ji
having a romance. We then see another
female character, dressed in modern clothing,
and the scene cuts back and forth between the
opera characters and Wang with the woman.

-The play directly correlates with the romance
Wang and the woman have with each other,
connecting pre-modern stories to a common
topic in contemporary pop music.

(0:36 – 0:41)
-Scenes of peach blossoms and watercolors
(0:53 – 0:56), (0:46 – 0:48)

-This imagery is commonly associated with
Zhongguofeng: peach blossoms are important
in Chinese culture and are well known for
their ability to thrive all year round; Chinese
watercolors, especially in the context of being
in a pre-modern home, establish a “past”
aesthetic.
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-As the song transitions to the second verse,
traditional Chinese instrumentations are heard
in a solo bridge. The visuals cut to Wang
sitting next to a traditional opera ensemble
that is playing as the scene between Yuyan
and Bian Ji continues.

-Emphasizing the mixture of traditional
Chinese instrumentation with Western pop
music

The listener can also hear Wang say in
English “listen to my erhu” when the
instrumental bridge begins, emphasizing his
talent with traditional Chinese instruments.
(1:23 – 1:36)
-The modern woman is shown holding a fan,
afterwards Yuyan holds a fan. The scene then
depicts Yuyan and Bian Ji drinking together,
then cuts to Wang and the woman also
drinking.

-Connects the pre-modern play to Wang and
the woman’s modern romance; drinking wine
is also a major component of many Chinese
poetry, notably the works of Li Bai 李白

(1:54 – 2:10)
-A scene depicts Wang and the woman, who
is now dressed in a Beijing Opera costume,
out in a field of flowers. He uses his cell
phone to take pictures of her.
(2:45 – 2:56)

-Cuts to a scene in the play where Bian Ji is
challenged by Zhou Tong, the villain of the
play, for Yuyan’s affections
(3:05 – 3:09)

-After this scene, we can see Wang and the
woman go their separate ways, presumably
after a fight. As the woman walks away, a
scroll appears with peach blossom petals
flying about. Wang opens the scroll to find a
painting. While the viewer doesn’t fully see

-Wang stays in his modern clothing while the
woman is now in an opera costume, perhaps
emphasizing the mystique of Chinese women
of the past. The act of taking her picture with
the cell phone is most likely a commentary on
how taking pictures in pre-modern attire is
now a novelty.
-While the lyrics state that Wang’s mistake
was his infidelity, the play depicts the mistake
as having Bian Ji’s marriage proposal to
Yuyan accidently sent to Zhou Tong,
heightening the conflict between the three.
Nevertheless, Zhou Tong’s presence could be
a symbol of Wang’s mistake towards the
woman in the video.
-Wang opening the traditional scroll to see a
painting of his departed love is akin to
scrolling through one’s cell phone for pictures
after a break-up, in order to look for warm,
past memories.
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this painting, black hair is visible. Thus, it is
most likely a painting of the woman.
(3:22 – 3:29)
-The video ends with Wang looking at
pictures of him and the woman in her opera
costume on his cell phone. The woman is then
seen again walking towards Wang, also
looking at pictures on her phone. This time,
the woman is not in a modern dress or opera
costume, but in regular “street” attire.
(3:47 – 4:00)

-The memories the two have had together
were apparently enough to make them get
back together, as the opera served as an
influence in how they process their feelings.
Interesting to note that the woman now
appears in regular clothing when before she
wore a white dress or was in opera costume;
perhaps this was Wang’s way of making his
lover appear more like his fantasies as
described in the lyrics

By using Beijing opera, Wang expresses his deep regret for having engaged in infidelity
and begs his lover to forgive him almost as if he was a scholar from the past. He references his
intoxication and loneliness from the affair the same way that a Tang poet, such as Li Bai, might,
by using the moon and wine as metaphors. Wang uses both Chinese-Western elements and the
promotion of embracing “Chineseness” as a trend in order to insert contemporary pop messages
of heartache and love. His status as an American-born Chinese has not affected the style he has
chosen in his music videos, especially when compared to his contemporary, Jay Chou, who also
uses the same techniques of blending Chinese imagery and instrumentation to express his own
version of “Chineseness.”
One important scene in the music video is when Wang plays the erhu, accompanied by a
Beijing opera ensemble that also uses traditional Chinese instrumentation. When you hear Wang
say “listen to my erhu” in English it might suggest that he is embracing his American identity
while simultaneously expressing his Taiwanese identity by playing the erhu with the ensemble.
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The target audience for this video is clearly young Chinese listeners familiar with the use
of technology, such as MP3 players – a trendy accessory of the moment. By mixing modern
technology with the female character, who appears as both a modern Chinese woman and Yuyan,
the listener can see the hybridity between the “old” customs of “China” and the new, hip,
reinvigorated culture that embraces innovative ideas in the arts.
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CONCLUSION
The three songs analyzed all represent the Zhongguofeng genre of Chinese pop music, but
each expresses “Chineseness” in its own way. S.H.E. used imagery indexing an “international”
perception of how Chinese culture is portrayed, while also praising Chinese language and culture
as a worldwide phenomenon. Vincy Chan used Dream of the Red Chamber to express her
feelings of being trapped in an uncertain relationship with an old lover, and produced two music
videos for different demographics, one of which provided an introspective narrative and the
other, a narrative depicting an ideal, feminized man who cherishes the story. Finally, Wang
Leehom used the Beijing opera Mistake in the Flower Fields and hist mastery of the erhu to
demonstrate his knowledge of traditional Chinese culture while also expressing himself in hiphop fashion. Although each representation of “Chineseness” is different, the messages portrayed
in the songs are geopolitically “neutral” in the sense there are no specific references to regions
within the Sinophone. However, as Lin argues, the cost of being economically viable in the
Sinophone pop industry means that non-Mainland Zhongguofeng singers had to appeal to the
standards of the PRC. This was especially apparent after the 2008 Beijing Olympics, when the
geopolitical situation aligned closer to Mainland China.
Controversy erupted when Taiwanese Zhongguofeng singers were invited to sing in the
PRC’s annual Spring Festival Gala 春晚, hosted by CCTV.95 Whether this brand of
“Chineseness” from other Sinospheric singers is used by the PRC to advance its legitimacy over

W. Zhiyan ed al. “Jay Chou, Pop Star: Chinese Aesthetics and Contemporary Trends”. In: From
Chinese Brand Culture to Global Brands. Palgrave Macmillan, London, pp. 54
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a “one China” scenario is heavily debated, but Zhongguofeng singers and their supporters defend
their choice to perform at highly coveted Mainland events as good for their brand image and a
way to attain financial success. In the case of Jay Chou’s runaway success, the PRC used his
brand of “Chineseness” to promote certain values in Mainland culture; his songs have been
featured in elementary and middle school textbooks for students to study and analyze the lyrical
content of his songs.96
In 2017, well after the popularity of Zhongguofeng waned, other musical genres such as
rap and hip-hop began to be embraced in Mainland China with the airing of talent shows such as
The Rap of China.97 Although the first season was praised by Mainland viewers as being
“authentic” and down-to-earth, the PRC had taken note of participating rappers’ tendencies to
make references to drugs, sex, and police authority. Like the rock scene that began to develop in
the 1980s, the Mainland government began a renewed process similar to saohuang in that they
began to crack down on offending performers. For the second season the authorities mandated
that content adhere more closely to the style of Zhongguofeng.98 What exactly the authorities
meant by labeling the revisioning process Zhongguofeng, or according to Amar adhering to
“Chinese qualities”, was not entirely clear. However, Amar argues that in terms of hip-hop
culture within the PRC, its mainstream appeal is now only tolerated and promoted within the
Mainland because of the rappers’ submission to toning down their music to fit with a “cleaner”
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image of how the PRC wants to project “China”.99 Despite these changes, Mainland rap seems to
still be profitable within the Sinophonic musical sphere because of the ambiguous nationalism
derived from Zhongguofeng music. If not for this, new musical styles in the Mainland would
have to be forced back underground, to be further nurtured and carefully performed out of the
limelight.100 Chen argues that because of the need for the PRC to mandate the use of
Zhongguofeng as a “standard” in reaction to the use of Western-based “underground” musical
genres, it has begun to increase in popularity again after seeing an initial decline after 2008.101 A
second wave of Zhongguofeng has thus emerged in the late 2010s, emphasizing the neutral
geopolitics that mid-2000s singers had expressed when depicting their versions of “China”.
Just as the term itself is basic in meaning and from a geopolitical standpoint potentially
misleading, Zhongguofeng combines the use of “traditional” Chinese instrumentation and
imagery with Western pop aesthetics and industry production in an attempt to create an idealized
“Chinese” world. Although the songs analyzed here do not have particular imagery relating to
geopolitical imagery and do not promote “soft power” in a nationalistic sense, Zhongguofeng
artists walk the line between having to compromise between local and global standards, and in
doing so highlight a buried nationalism deep within the song’s visual and oral aesthetics.102
Therefore, by having to adhere to an “ambiguous” image of “Chineseness”, they not only work
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the lucrative Sinophonic music industry but also keep in line with the geopolitical situation
between the PRC and other Chinese communities.
Zhongguofeng music was a massive success in terms of promoting China’s interests to
the world, as it gained further interest ahead of the 2008 Beijing Olympics and represented
China’s big steps into the global stage as a growing superpower. While the accuracy rates of
depicting “Chineseness” in Zhongguofeng songs are at a rudimentary level, it nevertheless
cements the knowledge and understanding that artists have when it comes to trying to understand
their own identity, and to make songs for those who might be lost in trying to comprehend
themselves as someone with a distinct Chinese ethnicity. While modern Chinese cultural
scholars like Chen Yu-Lin argue that the Zhongguofeng music phenomenon has more-or-less
faded away in exchange for Korean-inspired K-Pop, modern rap, and other forms of Chinese
pop, Zhongguofeng music paved the way for artists to express their “Chineseness” and pride in
their heritage without having to overtly support a region’s government. 103 With that said
however, this depiction of “Chineseness” still falls within full consciousness of the current
geopolitical situation between the Sinospheric nations, and therefore accurate portrayal of
“Chinese values” is less important than using “Chineseness” as an aesthetic to convey to the
audience a unified identity of being Chinese. Depending on whether or not the geopolitical
situation in the Sinophonic regions changes, so too will the interpretations of “Chineseness”
within not just Zhongguofeng music but also other Chinese musical genres.
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